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IN FOCUS: ROWSLEY LTD Eli Lee (Lead) ● (65) 6531 9112 ● [email protected] Sarah Ong ● (65) 6531 9678 ● [email protected]



Special Situation 19 Aug 2013



A SCENARIO-BASED ANALYSIS OF VALUE • • •



Has SGX approval in-principle for proposed RTO Expect dispatch of circular and EGM ahead If deal succeeds, estimate value at S$0.67–S$0.85/share



Exhibit: Overview of Rowsley’s proposed RTO deal



Sources: SGX announcements, OIR Notes: [1]: S$187.5m comprises S$131.25m initial consideration and S$56.25m payable upon terms of an earn-out formula related to profit after tax and minority interest for FY31/12/2013 to FY31/12/2015. [2]: Only existing shareholders will be entitled to the bonus warrant issue upon the completion of the acquisitions. That is, the 2.39b Vantage and up to 1.25b RSP consideration shares issued for the acquisitions will not be entitled to the stated bonus warrant issue.



Edging closer to RTO deal completion Last Thursday, Rowsley received the approval in-principle from SGX for its proposed acquisitions of RSP Group and the Vantage Bay site in Iskandar, and a 2-for-1 bonus issue of warrants. Management reports that it would dispatch the circular and convene an EGM to seek shareholder approval in due course. Management expects deal to complete in 2H13 We note that, on 2 Aug 2013, management announced that “barring unforeseen circumstances, the deal should complete in the second half of 2013 after regulatory and shareholders’ approval.” If deal succeeds, estimate value at S$0.67-S$0.85/share In this research piece, we carry out an analysis of Rowsley’s value under a successful RTO scenario, and also under a failed RTO scenario. If Rowsley’s proposed deal fails, we value each existing Rowsley share at approximately S$0.034 – its book value per share as at end June 2013. However, if the deal succeeds, we calculate from our analysis a value of S$0.67 to S$0.85 for each existing Rowsley share (before the 2-for-1 warrant issue ex-date).



Please refer to important disclosures at the back of this document.
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Section 1: Executive summary



Rowsley is in the midst of a reverse takeover (RTO) exercise that would transform it into a real estate player. It proposes to acquire RSP Architects Planners & Engineers Ltd. (RSP Group), a leading architectural firm in Singapore, and a 9.23-hectare waterfront land site (Vantage Bay) in Iskandar Malaysia. After these acquisitions, existing Rowsley shareholders would receive two free bonus warrants (exercise price of S$0.18) for every share. After completing the deal, major shareholders of Rowsley would include well-known businessman Peter Lim (38.73%) and RSP Group Chairman Albert Hong (12.21%).1 On last Thursday, Rowsley reported that it has received approval inprinciple from the SGX for the proposed deal, and will dispatch a circular and convene an EGM in due course. We also note that, on 2 Aug 2013, management announced that “barring unforeseen circumstances, the deal should complete in the second half of 2013 after regulatory and shareholders’ approval.”2 In this research piece, we carry out an analysis of Rowsley’s value under a successful RTO scenario, and also under a failed RTO scenario. If Rowsley’s proposed deal fails, we value each existing Rowsley share at approximately S$0.034 – its book value per share as at end June 2013. However, if the deal succeeds, we calculate from our analysis a value of S$0.67 to S$0.85 for each existing Rowsley share (before the 2-for-1 warrant issue ex-date).



1 Assuming that all warrants are exercised and that RSP receives the full-earn out consideration under its proposed S$187.5m acquisition by Rowsley. 2 1QFY14 results announcement dated 2 Aug 2013, p.10
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Section 2: Overview of proposed deal



There are three key parts to Rowsley’s proposed RTO exercise: 1) To acquire the RSP Group, one of Singapore’s leading building design and architectural practices, for up to S$187.5m by issuing up to 1.25b Rowsley shares at S$0.15 per share. This comprises a S$131.25m initial consideration and an additional S$56.25m payable upon terms of an earn-out formula related to profit after tax and minority interest for FY31/12/2013 to FY31/12/2015. 2) To acquire a 9.23-hectare freehold site (Vantage Bay) in Flagship A of the Iskandar Development Region of Johor Malaysia for S$358.0m by issuing 2.39b shares at S$0.15 per share. 3) To issue two free bonus warrants for every existing share upon consummation of both acquisitions. Each warrant carries the right to subscribe for one new share at an exercise price of S$0.18 during the period between 6 months to 3 years after listing of warrants.



Exhibit 1: Overview of proposed RTO exercise



Sources: SGX announcements, OIR Notes:



[1]: S$187.5m comprises S$131.25m initial consideration and S$56.25m payable upon terms of an earn-out formula related to profit after tax and minority interest for FY31/12/2013 to FY31/12/2015. [2]: Only existing shareholders will be entitled to the bonus warrant issue upon the completion of the acquisitions. That is, the 2.39b Vantage and up to 1.25b RSP consideration shares issued for the acquisitions will not be entitled to the stated bonus warrant issue.
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Section 3: Sum-of-the-parts valuation



As shown in Exhibit 2 on the next page, we use a sum-of-the-parts (SOTP) methodology to value Rowsley under various scenarios. Under the bear case scenario, we assume that the proposed deal would fail. The base and bull case scenarios, however, assume that the deal succeeds. The key differences between the base and bull case are these: the base case assumes that RSP would not achieve its earn-out targets and that Vantage Bay asset prices would appreciate 4.1% pa (in line with Malaysia’s historical 10-year average rate) instead of a more optimistic 5.0% pa. Our SOTP methodology has two main components: A) The RSP Group component is valued using a 6.0x earnings multiple in our base case, and 10.0x in our bull case. Our base case PE multiple is in line with CapitaLand’s acquisition of a 40% stake in Surbana in April 2011. B) The Vantage Bay development is valued using a surplus-RNAV (revalued net asset value) method. Given that SGX listed developers are currently trading at RNAV discounts of 10% - 30%, we deem it reasonable to apply a mid-point 20% RNAV discount to Rowsley’s post acquisitions RNAV. For a breakdown of the Vantage Bay project, refer to section 4.3 on p. 14. If Rowsley’s proposed deal fails, we value each existing share at approximately S$0.034 – its book value as at end June 2013. However, if the deal is successful, we calculate that each existing Rowsley share (before the 2-for-1 warrant issue ex-date) is worth S$0.67 to S$0.85.
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Exhibit 2: Valuation analysis of Rowsley Ltd



[1]



Key assumptions



BEAR CASE



BASE CASE



BULL CASE



[a]



[b]



[c]



- RTO does not succeed



- RTO succeeds



- RTO succeeds



- RSP valued at 6.0x FY12 PATMI; does not achieve earnout targets



- RSP valued at 10.0x FY12 PATMI; achieves earn-out targets



- Vantage Bay proj. completes in 12 years; capital appreciation in line with Malaysia 10-year average (4.1% pa)



- Vantage Bay proj. completes in 10 years; capital appreciation at 5.0% pa



34.0



34.0



34.0



in S$m, unless otherwise stated [2]



Pre-RTO NAV (as at 30 Jun 2013)



[3]



RSP Group



na



150.0



250.0



[4]



Vantage Bay land site



na



358.0



358.0



[5]



Valuation surplus of Vantage Bay



na



1,676.5



2,242.8



[6]



Total RNAV post-acquisitions



na



2,218.5



2,884.8



[7]



Apply 20% RNAV discount



na



-443.7



-577.0



[8]



Cash proceeds from exercise of warrants



na



356.1



356.1



[9]



Total RNAV post acqusitions and warrant exercise



34.0



2,130.9



2,663.9



[10] Shares outstanding post warrant issue (m shares)



989.3



6,229.6



6,604.6



[11] Valuation / share post warrant issue (S$)



0.034



0.34



0.40



[12] Valuation / existing share pre issue 0.034 0.67 ex-date (S$) Sources: SGX releases, OIR estimates Notes: [2] The net asset value of Rowsley as reported in 1QFY14 earnings as at end Jun-13 is S$33.961m.



0.85



[3] [b] Note that a condition precedent to the RSP acquisition is that FY12F PATMI is at least S$25m. For our base case, we assumes that RSP would not achieve the earnout targets ahead and value RSP at 6x FY12F PATMI of S$25m. We view this to be reasonable and in line with the Apr-11 acquisition of Surbana by CapitaLand at approximately 6.0x earnings. [3] [c] In our bull case, we value RSP at 10x FY12F PATMI of S$25 assuming that they would achieve the earn-out targets. We think this is reasonable given that RSP would have achieved a cumulative S$100m in earnings over FY12-15 in this scenario. [4] [b-c] We value the Vantage Bay land site at cost which is S$358m. [5] [b-c] The valuation surplus for the Vantage Bay project is the net present value of expected net profits under the key assumptions listed under [1] [ bc]. The full valuation breakdown is listed in section 4.3 and Appendix 2. [6] equivalent to sum of [2-5] for each respective scenario. [7] [b-c] We note that listed real estate developers are currently trading at RNAV discounts between 10% to 30% and deem it reasonable to apply a midpoint 20% RNAV discount to Rowsley's post acquisition RNAV. [8] [b-c] If the deal is successful, we assume that all 1,978,602,530 warrants would be exercised for S$0.18 per new share which would raise S$356.1m in cash. [9] equivalent to sum of [6-8] for each respective scenario. [10][a] Last number of shares outstanding as at end Jun 2013. [10][b] Last number of shares outstanding as at end Jun 2013 which is 989.3m shares, plus 2,386.7m shares issued for the Vantage Bay site, plus 875m shares issued for the initial RSP consideration (assume RSP does not achieve earn-out targets), plus 1,978.6m shares issued through the exercise of warrants. [10][c] Last number of shares outstanding as at end Jun 2013 which is 989.3m shares, plus 2,386.7m shares issued for the Vantage Bay site, plus 1,250m shares issued for the initial RSP consideration (assume RSP achieves earn-out targets), plus 1,978.6m shares issued through the exercise of warrants [11] equivalent to [9] / [10] for each respective scenario to derive the value per share, post the 2-for-1 warrant issue ex-date [12] To derive value per existing share before warrant issue ex-date, we apply the formula ([11] * 3) - S$0.36. (S$0.36 is the amount paid to exercise the two warrants awarded for each existing pre-issue share.) As an additional note, before the warrant issue ex-date, existing shares are worth more than the RSP and Vantage consideration shares to be issued for the acquisitions, because these consideration shares are not eligible for the proposed warrants issue.
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Section 4: The Vantage Bay acquisition



Rowsley has a land acquisition agreement with Vantage Bay Sdn Bhd whereby Rowsley will issue 2.4b shares at S$0.15 per share, for a total of S$358.0m, to acquire a 9.23ha freehold land site (Vantage Bay) in the Iskandar Development Region. Vantage Bay is a waterfront plot located at Bandar Johor Bahru, Daerah Johor Bahru, Negeri Johor in Malaysia. It is in Flagship A of the Iskandar Development Region and is located within 1km of the Johor CIQ / JohorSingapore Causeway.



Exhibit 3: Five flagship zones in Iskandar Malaysia



Source: Iskandar Regional Development Authority



The site is currently 70% owned by Peter Lim Eng Hock and the remaining 30% by the current Crown Prince of Johor and a member of the Johor Royal Family, DYAM Tunku Ismail Idris ibni Sultan Ibrahim. The Vantage Bay development is expected to be an integrated mixed-use township centering on a major shopping, entertainment, and residential complex. The township would also be anchored by a medical facility operated by Thomson Medical.3 The planned Thomson Specialist Hospital, a 300-bed tertiary hospital, will be supported by Centres of Excellence (COE) focusing on fertility, diabetes, cardiology and oncology. Work on the project is slated to begin at the end of 2013. The hospital and residential apartments are due to be completed in 2016 under its first phase. The medical facility’s COE, office spaces and retail malls will be built under the second phase.



3



Thomson Medical Centre Limited was taken private by Peter Lim Eng Hock in Oct 2010.
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Exhibit 4: Vantage Bay location close to Johor CIQ



Johor CIQ



Vantage Bay waterfront site within 1km from Johor CIQ



Causeway link to Woodsland Singapore



Source: Google Maps



Exhibit 5: Concept material at Vantage Bay site



Exhibit 6: Vantage Bay concept material in news media



Source: OIR



Source: Media
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4.1: Comparable transactions



Versus recent transactions in Iskandar (see Exhibit 7 below), the perland-area price for the Vantage Bay site appears significantly higher. There are two main reasons for this. First, the Vantage Bay site is expected to have a plot ratio of 10.0 or more, which is multiples higher than those in peer transactions and allows for significantly higher intensity of land use. 4 As a benchmark, the Raffles City project in Singapore, including its soaring 73-floor hotel component, has a slightly lower plot ratio of 9.9. Second, various key characteristics differentiate the Vantage Bay site from others in the Iskandar Development Region. The Vantage Bay site allows for a waterfront township within 1 km of the Johor CIQ / JohorSingapore Causeway and hence is also likely located near the upcoming RTS-MRT station linking to Singapore’s Thomson line by 2018. In addition, relative to other sites in Iskandar, there is less competitive land supply in the Vantage Bay locality.



Exhibit 7: Vantage Bay versus recent Iskandar land transactions Date Developer Area



Land price (RM m)



Land size ('000 sq ft)



Price per land area (RM psf)



Estimated plot ratio



Dec-12



Country Garden



Danga Bay Iskandar



900.0



2,395,800



375.7



3.5 - 6.0x



Jan-13



Liberty Bridge Sdn Bhd



Puteri Harbour



211.2



1,262,369



167.3



3.0 - 6.0x



Jan-13



Liberty Bridge Sdn Bhd



Puteri Harbour



189.6



640,332



296.1



3.0 - 6.0x



Feb-13



Link (THM) Holdings Pte Ltd



Medini Iskandar



96.3



631,620



152.5



3.5 - 6.0x



Feb-13



Temasek Holdings & CapitaLand



Danga Bay Iskandar



800.0



3,049,200



262.4



3.5 - 6.0x



Apr-13



Southern Marina Development Sdn Bhd



Puteri Harbour



182.0



545,284



333.8



3.0 - 6.0x



Proposed



Rowsley



City Center near CIQ



895.0



993,517



900.8



>10.0x



Source: OIR estimates, media Note: While CapitaLand's Danga Bay site is approximately three times the size of Vantage Bay, CapitaLand's cited minimum GFA of 11m sq ft is only 10% higher than the 10m sq ft GFA cited for the Vantage Bay project.



4



A condition precedent for Rowsley’s acquisition of the site is that it would have at least a 10.0 plot ratio.
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Exhibit 8: Vantage Bay location versus recent transactions



ISKANDAR DEVELOPMENT REGION



Temasek /CapitaLand: Danga Bay



Country Garden: Danga Bay



Johor CIQ



Rowsley: Vantage Bay



Liberty Bridge: Puteri Harbour JohorSingapore Causeway



Southern Marina: Puteri Harbour



Link Holdings: Medini



SINGAPORE



MalaysiaSingapore 2nd Link



Source: Bloomberg, Google Maps, media
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4.1 Key features of site



We made an independent due-diligence trip to pinpoint the location of the site and to examine the area, and highlight three key features: 1) Likely close to upcoming Johor RTS station linking to the Thomson MRT Line by 2018 Vantage Bay is within 1km of the Johor CIQ Complex / Johor-Singapore Causeway, and the site is closer to Singapore, in terms of commuting distance, than most major sites. A key catalyst for Vantage Bay is the upcoming RTS-MRT station expected to be located beside the Johor CIQ. This would likely link Vantage Bay to Singapore’s Thomson MRT line by 2018.5 All considered, we see this gated township presenting a stronger proposition as a primary residence for Singapore commuters, especially when compared against Iskandar projects that are located further out. For more details about the RTS-MRT link, refer to Appendix 3.



Exhibit 9: The Thomson MRT line in Singapore



Source: LTA



2) Relatively limited competitive land supply in vicinity One feature of the Iskandar Development Region is the abundance of raw land due to its vast size (recall that Iskandar is approximately twice the size of Singapore). This is both a boon and a bane; to varying extents, Iskandar projects expect to face competition stemming from 5 The RTS-MRT stations are expected to feature co-located customs/immigration facilities so that commuters clear immigrations only once each way. The location of the RTS station in Johor is expected to be announced in Nov-13. For more details about the RTS link, please refer to Appendix 3.
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abundant land supply in their vicinities. Already, in Danga Bay, we expect several developers to launch major township projects ahead, fairly close to each other, that would be developed in phases over the next decade or so. In general, we see limited land supply in Vantage Bay’s vicinity, relative to other Iskandar regions, given existing developments and large portions designated for special use.6 The gated Vantage Bay township, anchored with a Thomson Specialist hospital, is located between Foon Yew High School - the largest Chinese independent high school in Malaysia – and an affluent landed-housing estate community.



Exhibit 10: Proposed Land Use Activities for Johor Bahru City Centre



Source: JER CDP 2025



3) Intensity of use points to high-storey components with sea views A condition precedent to the Vantage Bay acquisition is that the site will have approval in-principle for a plot ratio of 10.0 or more. This is in line with management indicating a GFA of at least 10 million sq ft for the project. Given concept material released thus far and the high intensity of use, Vantage Bay would likely be developed into a waterfront township with several high-storey components offering sea-views, anchored with a 300-bed Thomson Specialist hospital. As a benchmark, the Raffles City project in Singapore, including its soaring 73-floor hotel component, has a slightly lower plot ratio of 9.9. The project is expected to begin in end 2013 with its hospital and residential apartments to be completed in 2016 under its first phase. The medical facility’s COE, office spaces and retail malls will be built under the second phase. During our visit, we observed some work beginning on the site, and the information board already indicates the involvement of RSP Group on the project (Exhibits 11 – 12). 6



Iskandar Flagship A, p. 5, Information Brochure by the IRDA
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Exhibit 11: Construction work starting at Vantage Bay site



Source: OIR



Exhibit 12: Information board at Vantage Bay site



Source: OIR
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4.3: Project valuation



Exhibit 13 lays out the details of our base case assumptions and valuation framework for the Vantage Bay project. We believe our assumption for initial residential ASPs of RM 1,150 psf is reasonable given that nearby Paragon Suites is currently transacting in the range of RM 1,050 – 1,200 psf. Setia Sky 88, another major project further away from the CIQ in the City Centre, is also transacting around RM 1,000 psf. In addition, we assume that residential prices and capital values at Vantage Bay would appreciate 4.1% p.a. – in line with Malaysia’s 10-year historical average. Our base case model yields a gross development value (GDV) of S$4.07b, in line with the figure cited by management and media, and a valuation surplus (net present value of net profits) of S$1.68b. For the breakdown of bull case Vantage Bay model, please refer to Appendix 2.



Exhbit 13: Vantage Bay valuation in base case scenario Key assumptions for project Land Area (sq ft) Plot ratio GFA (sq ft) Land cost (RM) RM-SGD rate Construction cost (RM / sq ft GFA) Life span of project (years) Debt gearing of project Debt interest rate Discount rate (%) Rate of capital appreciation (% pa) Breakdown by component Component Assumed % breakdown GFA (m sq ft) Efficiency (%) Net saleable area / net lettable area (m sq ft) Land cost (RM m) Construction cost (RM m) Legal/professional fees (RM m) Interest Costs (RM m) Average selling prices or capital value (RM psf) Total revenues (RM m) Total net profit (RM m)



993,517 10.1 10,000,000 923,640,000 2.58 330.0 12.0 70% 5.0% 7.8% 4.1%



Residential 50% 5.0 90%



Retail 20% 2.0 75%



Office 15% 1.5 85%



Hotel 15% 1.5 80%



Total 100% 10.0 85%



4.5



1.5



1.3



1.2



8.5



461.8 1,650.0 24.8 117.2



184.7 660.0 9.9 46.9



138.5 495.0 7.4 35.2



138.5 495.0 7.4 35.2



923.6 3,300.0 49.5 234.5



1,150.0



1,600.0



1,250.0



1,100.0



5,175.0 2,424.6



2,400.0 1,243.7



1,593.8 761.6



1,320.0 534.4



Total GDV (S$ m) Total valuation surplus (S$ m) Source: Company, OIR estimates Note: Total valuation surplus is calculated as NPV of net expected profits.
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Section 5: The RSP acquisition



Rowsley has a sales and purchase agreement to acquire RSP Architects Planners & Engineers Ltd. (RSP Group) for up to S$187.5m by issuing up to 1.25b Rowsley shares at S$0.15 per share. The RSP Group is one of Singapore’s leading building design and architectural practices. It provides a wide range of architectural, master planning, urban design, civil & structural and mechanical & electrical engineering, interior design and project management services. Recent projects in Singapore include Bishopgate Residences, the new extension of Plaza Singapura, ITE Headquarters and College Central, and The Wharf Residences. It also has a presence in many countries, including the People’s Republic of China, Vietnam, United Arab Emirates and Ghana. Current major shareholders of RSP are Albert Hong (64.49%), Lee Kut Cheung (12.50%), Lai Huen Poh (12.50%), Liu Thai Ker (7.51%) and Hud Abu Bakar (3.00%). The acquisition price of RSP comprises a S$131.25m initial consideration and an additional S$56.25m payable upon terms of an earn-out formula related to profit after tax and minority interest for FY31/12/2013 to FY31/12/2015. The earn-out consideration payable to RSP vendors are subject to: (i) (ii)



RSP achieving cumulative PATMI for FY31/12/2013 and FY31/12/2014 of at least S$50.0m and/or RSP achieving cumulative PATMI for FY31/12/2013, FY31/12/2014 and FY31/12/2015 of at least S$75.0m (see Exhibit 15 for illustration of payment of earn-out consideration).



A condition precedent to the RSP acquisition is that FY12F PATMI is at least S$25m.7 In our base case, we value the RSP group at 6.0x expected FY12 earnings of S$25m and conservatively assume that RSP would not achieve its earn-out targets. Our base case PE multiple of 6.0x is in line with CapitaLand’s S$360m acquisition of a 40% stake in Surbana in April 2011. We judge our PE of 6.0x to be conservative given that Rowsley is acquiring RSP wholly instead of a non-majority stake. In our bull case, we value the RSP group at 10.0x PE and assume that it would achieve its earn-out targets ahead. We believe that a 10.0x PE is reasonable here given that RSP would have achieved a cumulative S$100m in earnings over four consecutive years FY12-15 under this scenario.
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SGX announcement dated 3 Feb 2013, p. 18: “Annex B: Conditions precedent to the RSP acquisition”
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The RSP Group’s historical unaudited proforma consolidated financial information for FY31/12/2009, FY31/12/2010 and FY31/12/2011 is shown in Exhibit 14 below.



Exhibit 14: Unaudited proforma consolidated financials of Proforma RSP Group FY31/12/2009 FY31/12/2010 FY31/12/2011 (S$’000) (S$’000) (S$’000) Income statement Revenue 55,371 48,962 60,788 Profit before tax 21,216 14,607 22,298 Profit after tax 18,538 11,711 19,410 Profit after tax and minority interest 18,584 11,666 19,581 Balance sheet Assets Non-current assets Current assets Total assets



12,083 36,619 48,702



Liabilities Non-current liabilities Current liabilities Total liabilities



196 15,125 15,321



Equity attributable to owners of company Source: Company SGX announcement dated 3 Feb 2013.



Exhibit 15: Illustration of payment of earn-out consideration to RPS Group



Source: Company
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Appendix 1: Management profiles



Dr Ho Tat Kin Executive Chairman Dr Ho is a management consultant, specialising in the education business, digital media technology and business ventures. He brings with him more than 29 years of experience in general management, operations and corporate governance. Over the years, Dr Ho has served as director of various companies listed on the Main Board of the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited and the Main Board of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited. Dr Ho has had a successful career in the public sector, having served in the Ministry of Education, Singapore Economic Development Board and finally leading the Japan-Singapore Institution of Software Technology as its director until 1997, when he left to join the private sector. He was an elected Member of Parliament from 1984 to 2001 and was concurrently a Town Council Chairman from 1988 to 1999, where he also advised on the investment of the Town Council sinking funds. Dr Ho holds a Bachelor of Science (Honours) from the University of Singapore, a Japan International Co-operation Agency (Post-graduate) Certificate (Teacher on Computer Science) completed at Tokyo University, a Master of Science (Technological Economics) and a Ph.D in Management Science from the University of Stirling, Scotland, UK. Dr Ho was the recipient of the 2011 National University of Singapore’s Distinguished Science Alumni Award.



Quek Kai Hoo Executive Director Executive Director of Rowsley Ltd. since 1 August 2010. Mr Quek Kai Hoo has extensive experience in private equity, mergers & acquisition (“M&A”) and operations management. He evaluated and carried out direct investments and fund-of-fund investments with Rothschild Ventures, Temasek Holdings, HRJ Capital and Kestrel Capital Partners. While with these investment companies, he recommended and invested significant investment amounts into companies and funds. Mr Quek also led the M&A activities and was a General Manager at Unisteel Technology Ltd, a company that was listed on the SGX-ST and later bought out by private equity firm KKR. The M&A activities involve the evaluation and purchase into three industrial companies in Singapore and the PRC, and the post-acquisition integration of these companies. While at Unisteel, he was the General Manager of a surface treatment subsidiary company and later on an optical solutions subsidiary company, and implemented operational improvements and restructuring to enhance the revenues and profits for these companies. Besides working in Singapore, Mr Quek also has China-related experience first in Unisteel where he led the acquisition into a Wuxi-based surface treatment business and a Suzhou-based metal stamping business, and then as the General Manager of Valen Technologies overseeing its Suzhou operations. He was also based in Shanghai for two years as the Chief Representative of HRJ Capital’s representative office there. He managed the firm’s fund investment program there and initiated its co-investment program in the PRC, resulting in the investment into a solar module company, a camera module company and an outdoor advertising company. Mr Quek started his career with the Economic Development Board, Singapore with a EDBGlaxo scholarship. He graduated from the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor) with a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering and a Master of Science in Industrial Engineering. Mr Quek is a CFA charterholder.
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Lee Pin Kwan Chief Financial Officer and Company Secretary Mr Lee Pin Kwan had worked in two of the international accounting firms in Singapore where he was involved in audits primarily of multinationals and Singapore listed companies in diverse industries ranging from trading, retails and installations projects to manufacturing, property development and shipping. Prior to joining the Company, Mr Lee was chief financial officer of a company listed on the main board of the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited with a manufacturing subsidiary operating in the PRC. He was involved in the initial public offering process of that group of companies and overseeing the group’s financial and accounting functions post listing. Mr Lee holds a Bachelor of Innovation and Entrepreneurship from the University of Adelaide, Australia and is a graduate of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants. He is a member of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Singapore, a member of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants and a fellow member of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, UK.
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Appendix 2: Bull case model for Vantage Bay project



Exhbit 16: Vantage Bay valuation in bull case scenario Key assumptions for project Land Area (sq ft) Plot ratio GFA (sq ft) Land cost (RM) RM-SGD rate Construction cost (RM / sq ft GFA) Life span of project (years) Debt gearing of project Debt interest rate Discount rate (%) Rate of capital appreciation (% pa) Breakdown by component Component Assumed % breakdown GFA (m sq ft) Efficiency (%) Net saleable area / net lettable area (m sq ft) Land cost (RM m) Construction cost (RM m) Legal/professional fees (RM m) Interest Costs (RM m) Average selling prices or capital value (RM psf) Total revenues (RM m) Total net profit (RM m)



993,517 10.1 10,000,000 923,640,000 2.58 300.0 10.0 70% 5.0% 7.8% 5.0%



Residential 50% 5.0 90%



Retail 20% 2.0 75%



Office 15% 1.5 85%



Hotel 15% 1.5 80%



Total 100% 10.0 85%



4.5



1.5



1.3



1.2



8.5



461.8 1,500.0 22.5 88.8



184.7 600.0 9.0 35.5



138.5 450.0 6.8 26.6



138.5 450.0 6.8 26.6



923.6 3,000.0 45.0 177.6



1,300.0



1,800.0



1,400.0



1,200.0



5,850.0 3,134.8



2,700.0 1,552.7



1,785.0 965.3



1,440.0 679.0



Total GDV (S$ m) Total valuation surplus (S$ m) Source: Company, OIR estimates Note: Total valuation surplus is calculated as NPV of net expected profits.
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Appendix 3: The Johor-Singapore RTS link



Overview of RTS The Singapore-Malaysia Joint Ministerial Committee (JMC), set up to boost cooperation for the Iskandar Malaysia economic project, oversaw the tendering of an engineering study contract for the MalaysiaSingapore RTS Link in May 2012. In Phase 1, the consultant will look into technical parameters and propose options for the Link; In Phase 2, the Malaysia-Singapore JMC will decide on the option that will be studied further.8 The RTS would have a co-located facility in Singapore and Johor Bahru so that commuters need to clear immigration only once for each way of travel. It would also be integrated with Singapore’s 30km Thomson Line.9 Thomson Line’s first phase would be ready in 2018, covering three stations from Woodlands North to Woodlands South.10



Exhibit 17: Details of the Johor-Singapore RTS link : Johor Bahru-Singapore Rapid Transit System (RTS) Project name : Rail Project type : Ongoing joint engineering study Status : 2018 Target operations : 1) Causeway or land bridge Options for rail alignment : 2) Elevated bridge : 3) Tunnel Connectivity in Singapore Singapore's Thomson Line Sources: OIR, Bloomberg



Developments so far 22 May 2012 - a consortium led by Aecom Technology Corp was awarded a US$42m (RM131.88m) contract to conduct an architectural and engineering study for the proposed Malaysia-Singapore RTS link.11 19 Feb 2013 - Malaysia and Singapore agreed to go ahead with the RTS linking Johor Bahru with Singapore. Foreign Minister Datuk Seri Anifah Aman said leaders from both countries were expected to discuss the progress and implementation of the Points of Agreement.12 19 Jun 2013 - Iskandar Regional Development Authority chief executive officer Datuk Ismail Ibrahim said the location in Johor is chosen for further study but did not disclose it.13 What to expect ahead Malaysia and Singapore had a one-year time frame from Dec 2012 to Nov 2013 to make an announcement on the project.14 Hence we could see announcements on the stations’ locations, project timeline, chosen mode of connection and tendering in the second half of 2013.



8



10 May 2012, MND Newsroom, “Award of tender for Malaysia-Singapore Rapid Transit System (RTS) Link Engineering study”. 16 Nov 2012, The Star, “M'sia-S'pore Rapid Transit System feasibility study to be ready by end-Nov “ 31 Jan 2013, LTA, “Thomson Line” 11 22 May 2012, AECOM News Releases, “Malaysia-Singapore Rapid Transit System Link” 12 19 Feb 2013, Asiaone, “Malaysia-Singapore rapid transit system gets green light” 13 19 Jun 2013, The Star, “Talks on the proposed M’sia-Spore Rapid Transit System still going on” 14 19 Jun 2013, The Star, “Talks on the proposed M’sia-Spore Rapid Transit System still going on” 9
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